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The Extent of Population Exposure to Assess
Clinical Safety for Drugs Intended for Long-
Term Treatment of Non-Life-Threatening
Conditions

The objective of this guideline is to present
an accepted set of principles for the safety
evaluation of drugs intended for the long-
term treatment (chronic or repeated
intermittent use for longer than 6 months) of
non-life-threatening diseases. The safety
evaluation during clinical drug development
is expected to characterize and quantify the
safety profile of a drug over a reasonable
duration of time consistent with the intended
long-term use of the drug. Thus, duration of
drug exposure and its relationship to both
time and magnitude of occurrence of adverse
events are important considerations in
determining the size of the data base
necessary to achieve such goals.

For the purpose of this guideline, it is
useful to distinguish between clinical data on
adverse drug events (ADE’s) derived from
studies of shorter duration of exposure and
data from studies of longer duration, which
frequently are nonconcurrently controlled
studies. It is expected that short-term event
rates (cumulative 3-month incidence of about
1 percent) will be well characterized. Events
where the rate of occurrence changes over a
longer period of time may need to be
characterized depending on their severity
and importance to the risk-benefit assessment
of the drug. The safety evaluation during
clinical drug development is not expected to
characterize rare adverse events, for example,
those occurring in less than 1 in 1,000
patients.

The design of the clinical studies can
significantly influence the ability to make
causality judgments about the relationships
between the drug and adverse events. A
placebo-controlled trial allows the adverse
event rate in the drug-treated group to be
compared directly with the background event
rate in the patient population being studied.
Although a study with a positive or active
control will allow a comparison of adverse
event rates to be made between the test drug
and the control drug, no direct assessment of
the background event rate in the population
studied can be made. A study that has no
concurrent control group makes it more
difficult to assess the causality relationship
between adverse events observed and the test
drug.

There was general agreement on the
following:

1. A harmonized regulatory standard is of
value for the extent and duration of treatment
needed to provide the safety data base for
drugs intended for long-term treatment of
non-life-threatening conditions. Although
this standard covers many indications and
drug classes, there are exceptions.

2. Regulatory standards for the safety
evaluation of drugs should be based on

previous experience with the occurrence and
detection of ADE’s, statistical considerations
of the probability of detecting specified
frequencies of ADE’s, and practical
considerations.

3. Information about the occurrence of
ADE’s in relation to duration of treatment for
different drug classes is incomplete, and
further investigations to obtain this
information would be useful.

4. Available information suggests that most
ADE’s first occur, and are most frequent,
within the first few months of drug
treatment. The number of patients treated for
6 months at dosage levels intended for
clinical use, should be adequate to
characterize the pattern of ADE’s over time.

To achieve this objective, the cohort of
exposed subjects should be large enough to
observe whether more frequently occurring
events increase or decrease over time as well
as to observe delayed events of reasonable
frequency (e.g., in the general range of 0.5
percent to 5 percent). Usually 300 to 600
patients should be adequate.

5. There is concern that, although they are
likely to be uncommon, some ADE’s may
increase in frequency or severity with time or
that some serious ADE’s may occur only after
drug treatment for more than 6 months.
Therefore, some patients should be treated
with the drug for 12 months. In the absence
of more information about the relationship of
ADE’s to treatment duration, selection of a
specific number of patients to be followed for
1 year is to a large extent a judgment based
on the probability of detecting a given ADE
frequency level and practical considerations.

One hundred patients exposed for a
minimum of 1 year are considered to be
acceptable to include as part of the safety
data base. The data should come from
prospective studies appropriately designed to
provide at least 1-year exposure at dosage
levels intended for clinical use. When no
serious ADE is observed in a 1-year exposure
period, this number of patients can provide
reasonable assurance that the true cumulative
1-year incidence is no greater than 3 percent.

6. It is anticipated that the total number of
individuals treated with the investigational
drug, including short-term exposure, will be
about 1,500. Japan currently accepts 500 to
1,500 patients; the potential for a smaller
number of patients is due to the
postmarketing surveillance requirement, the
actual number for a specific drug being
determined by the information available on
the drug and drug class.

7. There are a number of circumstances
where the harmonized general standards for
the clinical safety evaluation may not be
applicable. Reasons for, and examples of,
these exceptions are listed below. It is
expected that additional examples may arise.
It should also be recognized that the clinical
data base required for efficacy testing may be

occasionally larger or may require longer
patient observation than that suggested by
this guideline.

Exceptions:

a. Instances where there is concern that the
drug will cause late developing ADE’s, or
cause ADE’s that increase in severity or
frequency over time, would require a larger
and/or longer-term safety data base. The
concern could arise from:

(1) Data from animal studies;
(2) Clinical information from other agents

with related chemical structures or from a
related pharmacologic class;

(3) Pharmacokinetic or pharmacodynamic
properties known to be associated with such
ADE’s.

b. Situations in which there is a need to
quantitate the occurrence rate of an expected
specific low frequency ADE will require a
greater long-term data base. Examples would
include situations where a specific serious
ADE has been identified in similar drugs or
where a serious event that could represent an
alert event is observed in early clinical trials.

c. Larger safety data bases may be needed
to make risk/benefit decisions in situations
where the benefit from the drug is either: (1)
small (e.g., symptomatic improvement in less
serious medical conditions), (2) will be
experienced by only a fraction of the treated
patients (e.g., certain preventive therapies
administered to healthy populations), or (3)
is of uncertain magnitude (e.g., efficacy
determination on a surrogate endpoint).

d. In situations where there is concern that
a drug may add to an already significant
background rate of morbidity or mortality,
clinical trials may need to be designed with
a sufficient number of patients to provide
adequate statistical power to detect
prespecified increases over the baseline
morbidity or mortality.

e. In some cases, a smaller number of
patients may be acceptable, for example,
where the intended treatment population is
small.

8. Filing for approval will usually be
possible based on the data from patients
treated through 6 months. Data on patients
treated through 12 months should be
submitted as soon as available and prior to
approval in the United States and Japan but
may be submitted after approval in the
European Union. In the United States, the
initial submission for those drugs designated
as priority drugs should include the 12-
month patient data.
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